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A Study of the Mediaeval Dance,
Introduction.
As we study the beginning of music, we find tliat it is al-
most imvariably associated with the dance, ^rove says that dance
rhythm has always influenced music; that definitenese of any kind
was first arrived at through the dance; and that drum heats to a dance
were the first type of rhythmic music. ^ "Of the three fundamentals
of music, melody, rhythm, and harmony, the ancient and primitive
peoples Undoubtedly attached far the greatest importance to rhythm,"
"Rhythm was probably the most completely systemized element in
ancient music; for the rhythmic sense is not only aroused by the
movements of the body but is inherent in the vital mechanism of the
body itself. Rhythm is a physiological fact to which the primitive
mind must respond, by nature and necessity, more quickly than to
any other less material impulse. Hence the well-nigh universal prac-
tice of the dance either as spontaneous expression of pleasure or as
an integral part of ceremonial performance,"
The dance in earlier times played an important part in the
expression of the thoughts and feelings of the human soul. It dis-
played emotions of joy, sorrow, and anger. Aristotle writes of the
2
dance as the expression of "manners, deeds, and passions." "The
Pyrrhic war dance expressed the presence of an enemy." In the
Bible, we have numerous allusions to the dance. It is used not
OK^ly for the pleasure of man, but for the jiraise of God, The earli-
1. Essentials of Music History, by Papper and Goetschius
2. Stainer and Barrett. Stainer and Barrett,
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est writers treat it as a part of religious ceremonies. Ancient
Greek writers allude to it in this way^ The first Roman dances
connected with worship. In Egypt too the dance was used at solemn
occasions as well as feasts. "Dancing was not discouraged among
the early Christians.** "Not until later was it considered dis-
graceful in worship and many early dances treated by church digni-
taries, as legacies of heathen days."
Just how music grew out of the gymnastics of the dance,
would be difficult to tell. It has been suggested that the beginn-
ing of music was perhaps a "grunt", the nautral outcome of bodily
exercise. ^Valdo and Sheldon reinforce this idea when they say it is
likely that music was derived from an attempt to work off bodily
energy; that the dance was decorated with musical soimds and what
was, at first, only accessory of dancing, became a part of it. It
may be that these first tones created a desire for sound raore fully
developed. Charley in his "National Music of the World" says that
the demands of the dance for accompaniment, was the beginning of
musical instruments. Drums and instruments of percussion were the
first to express the rhythmic notion of the dance . Riemann says that
the older dances were usually accompanied by singing. According to
Plutarch, the period of modern music begins with the Spartan Choral
dances in 670. The ancient monuments of Babylonia and Assyria,
portray instruments and imply the use of the song and dance. From
the history of Roman music we learn that as luxury increased, singeri
players, and dancers were imported for the amusement of the people.
In fact, repeatedly in the history of ancient people, we find marked
growth of the relation of singing, playing and dancing. This re-
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lation developed, and in Mediaeval times in Europe we hear of the
popular song and dance,
"The history of modern instrumental music as a distinct
art, as we now understand it, does not commence until about the 16th
century. It is true that Royalty had its private bands as well as
its vocalists, at a much earlier date, but if we except the startling
"pibroch" of the Scottish bagpipes, the precise nature of the music
performed is practically lost to us. Probably the repertoire of
these old bands such as the band of weightes or hautboys employed
by Edward III of England consisted only of dance tunes of the well
worn airs of popular songs • Nevertheless these ancient dance-tunes
may be regarded as supplying the germs of some of the elaborated
forms of modern composition. The coranto, the gavatte, the gigue,
the sarbande, the allemande, the gailarde, were all ancient dances,
afterwards mde classical by the work of Corel li. Bach, Prucell,
and other illustrious composers,"
In this study of the Mediaeval Dance, the dances are taken
up in the order of their importance in the suite form. First, those
indespensible, following those used often, then those found only
occasionally. There are old dance forms used much as separate forms
but not of much importance in the suite, Ho effort has been made to
exhaust the subject, but rather to give the reader an idea of the
importance of the dance of Mediaeval times in the development of
music
•
Allemande, (Ger) - (Almand) Fr.
The Allemande originated in Germany, hence its name. It is
the German national dance in 2/4 time. Bethoven in his "12
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Deutsche Tanze fur orchester" writes it in 3/4 time. This move-
ment is not unlike the waltz. It begins thus:
However, in the Bach suites, the dance is in 4/4 time, and consists
of two parts, each 12 measures long and repeated. In other works,
the two parts, vary in length. The Allemande is often the opening
movement of the suite in case there is no prelude. The music is
smooth and flowing with no accents except on the first heat of the
measure. The usual beginning is with a 16th note but there is no
fast rule about this. The rate of speed varies from lento to
allegro, but the Allemande is usually supposed to be rather lively.
The following example is from Allemande in B major from the first
partata by Bach. The parts, each repeated are 18 and 20 measures
long.
T
Courante. •
The Courante is an old dance. The word comes from the
French courir, meaning to run. The tempo is rather rapid.
Never popular, as a dance, but always restricted to court,
the courante was a great favorite at the time of Louise XIV. It
is said that he performed it admirably. It was danced by Madam de
Sevigne at the f^te des States de Bretagne, By some it is con-
sidered the parent of the waltz. The minuet was derived from it.
The music of this dance, reached its best development at the time
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of Bach.
There is little excuse for the nationalistic classif icatioi
of the courante, as the essential characteristics of the dance ex-
ist in various forms. A variety of rhythms are used. In the French
suites, by Bach we find 3/2, 3/4, and 6/4 time. But in the English
suites 3/2 prevails throughout. Runs are said to be most common,
in the Italian courante, but 'they are common in the French suites
also. Cross rhythms, which make the last bar sound aS if the time
were changed, are peculiar to the French form. Grove explains this
by saying there are many dotted notes. An example is given below.
It consists largely of eighth notes. The speed is fast.
tot r f f r -An. J--.
—
* ^
Si^^JUL^ fLZl-
mil trr
Sarabande (Fr) Zarbanda, (Sp) Saraband (Old Sng.) Sarabanda (It)
There are a variety of opinions as to the origin of the
Sarabande. It has be^^n said to be a Spanish dance of Moorish origin,
for one performer who accompanies himself with Castinets. Riemann
says it was originally derived from the Saracins. He also calls it
an old Spanish dance. "According to si^ome authors, it had its
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appellation from a comedian named Sarabandi, who first introduced
it in France.
One, Padac Marina, considered the Saraband as a dance, dis-
graoQful to the Spanish nation. Some authors attribute its invent-
ion to the devil. It was so bad that it was surpressed by law, for
a time at the end of the reign of Phillip II. It was afterward
revived in a form less questionable and was introduced at the
French court in 1588. In England it was transformed into a country
dance.
The music of the Saraband is slow and stately. As a move-
ment of the suite, its rhythm is strongly marked and majestic. It
contains few short notes, many irabelishments , are characteristic.
It is written in Major, or minor 3-2, 3-4, or may be 2/2 time. It
is supposed to begin on the down beat, and consists of two divisions
of 8 or 12 bars. However, there are various deviations from this
rule. Corelli's compositions do not conform to this practice.
'
—
r
'
r
^
Gigue.
The Gugue is an old Italian dance. The origin of the name
by many, is supposed to be the "Giga" or early fiddle. The jig,
gigue, gighe, or giga was an instrument used in the 12th and 13th
centuries. It was played with an up and down motion. In the west-
ern part of England, the fiddle stick is still called a gigger.
The Gigue has been popular in many nations. It has been
danced in a variety of ways, performed by one or more. The steps
differ according to manners and customs of the people. The dance
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does not always portray the same emotion. It has been described as
a sober Jig, trot^, a sort of country dance, and even a wild savage
skirmish "without point or meaning," At times, it looks like a
mere desplay of the agility of the lower limbs, or it may represent
the emotions of two people excited by love. The Bolero and Chica
are different forms of the jig.
YiTays of writing the gigue seem to be as numerous as ways
of dancing? "English Jigs seem to have no special characteristics,"
The name is frequently applied to any light irreverent rhythm. 3/8
6/8, 3/4, 6/4, and 12/8 time are common. The tempo is lively. At
3
first, the phrases were short, with on^ly encugh variety for dance
purj^oses, later the composition was written to display harpsichord
4
technic. Then it was lengthened and elaborated and became the
origin of the last movement of the sonata, Many jigs in suites
show a prominence of triplets. Some say they are of compounds of
threes in time. The gigue in the suite usually takes its place
at the end.
F~ "^T^ *^
^ 1 '
\ z
^'
Gavette,
The Gavatte is a French dance named from the people of
1. Grove 2. Grove
3. Grove A, a-rnnrft
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pays de Gap in Dauphine. ^ Originally it was a dance grave, in
which the dancers ligted up their feet from the ground. This was
unusual for in dances of this character people usually walked or
shuffled.
As to the character of the music it Is written in 2/2
time, and played at a moderately quick rate of speed,'' It is in
two parts, each repeated* As a separate dance, the first part,
according to rule should consist of four and the second eight meas-
ures, "but as a suite movement there is no fixed number of bars.
However, the rules have not been adhered to. The Gavott should be-
gin on the last half of the bar, each part ending with a half bar
which must contain a minimum and not two chrochets^ Two bar phr^s^
is common. No notes smaller than quivers are used.
The Gavott is often found in the suite, but is not necess-
ary to it. 7/hen it is a part of the suite, it h9,s no specific place
but often follows the Saraba.nd. Sometimes a second Gavott follows
the first, and is similar in charact?«r to it. Often a minut follows
the Saraband and not infrequently the Bouree which is not unlikely
the Gavott in form sometimes takes its place in the suite, as also
does the Passepied, Minuett, or Polonaise.
^ S3
i
-nil
1. Grove
2. Last half of Grove,
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Bouree, (Fr«)
^
"The Bouree was an old French dance of careless skipping
form which must be danced in short fekirts. It originated in
Anvergne and Berri, provinces of south central France, and was intro-
duced at court under Catherine de Medice in 1565." The dance has
never been excesively popular.
The Bouree and Gavott are similar in character. They are
often used interchangably in the suite, and are not indespensible
to it. The chief difference in form is that the Bouree begins on th<
last quarter of the measure, while the Gavott begins on the last
half. In the works of Bach, no particular form is adhered to with
relation to the number of parts of that particular movement. The
tine is fast, ?./2 is the usual time signature.
The following example from Bach's English suite III is in
the usual characteristic style.
a
1^
Minuett (Ger, ) Minnet (Fr.) Minnetto (It.)
The Minnuett is a later dance than many so cornmon at the
times of Bach and Handel, In its artistic form it does not date
farther back than Lilley (1660-1728). However, it soon comes to be
a great favorite and by no means indespensible in the suite, where,
when used, it is placed among the miscellajieous dances.
The character of the dance is dignified and stately and
usually simple. It lacks the many ornaments usually so common in
ai .m^m M^H u I T-m mim— w - t t-t i - - - , - « . ..a -^^Ma
1, The American History and Everys of Music,
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Saraband, The rate of movement is usually moderate. As a dance
accompaniment, slow music was necessary, but as a purely instrument-
al selection, the speed v/as usually quickened.
The earliest form consisted of 2, 8 measure phrases in
3/4 time, each repeated. However, soon there were many deviations
to this rule. The parts often contain a greater number of measures
and many times, a second minnett is used, contrasted in feeling, to
the first, Ex. Bach suite III, has two parts, each repeated, the
first 16, the last, twenty measures long, followed by Llinuett II
in two parts 8 and 16 measures long, each repeated.
—
f 'f'lr
—
f~ 1 4- r
1
n r f f
-
Polonaise (Fr.) Polacca (it.)
The Polonaise is supposed by some to be of Polish origin.
"According to Sowinski, Les Musiciens Polonaise is derived from
ancient Cliristmas Carols wnich are still sung in Poland." But, as
the earliest 3^olonaises were not sung, this is probg,bly not correct,
A story of court origin is quite probable. ^In 1575, Henry III
of Anjn^, became Polish king. The following year he held a great
reception at Caracow. Here the wives of the nobles marched by,
to the sound of stately music. For some time therafter, this was
done every time a new sworn prince was elected to the throne. Out
of this, the Polonaise came to be the opening dance at court,
festivities. This dance may be a survival of the dignified Pavans
1. Moore
•
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and Passamezzos of the French court of the fifteenth century, Not
until the seventeenth century did it develop into the form which
became so popular later* The movement of the Polonaise is moderate
it was first a walk rather than a dance in 3/4 time. It begins with
a full bar, and a strong accent. The character of the dance is
majestic smoothe and fluent, A good example of the rhythm is as
follows:
• The one Polonaise which Bach gives place in his French
suites, appears in No. V, between the Gavotte and the Bouree. It
consists of two parts, the first eight and the second sixteen
measures long. An example is given below.
g> ^
1
rt
—
^- f
Passepied ( Engl ish Papsy)
.
According to the description given by Grove, the Passe-
pied originated among the sailors of Basse Bretagne, . and was
probably first danced by street dancers in Pa,ris in 1857. It was
introduced into the Ballet in the times of Louis XIV. In Q,ueen
Elizabeth's time it was a favorite, and was popular in England at
the beginning of the eighteenth century.
The Passepied is not a necessary form in the suite, but
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is often used as a part of it. It is sometimes introduced be-
tween the Saraband and final gigue, but not always It was com-
mon among dances not essential to suite form. The Minuet and
Passepied are much the same in form, the former being a natural
outcome of the latter. The minuet is slower in movement. The
Passepied is quick.
It is not necessary that the Passepied begin on the last
beat of the bar. as is supposed by some authorities. It often be-
gins on the first Ipeat, It is written in 3/4 and 3/8 time, and
usually in several parts of 8 or 16 bars each, with repeats. The
following example from the Fifth English Suite by Bach, is in three
parts of sixteen measures each with no repeats. It begins in G
Major, and ends in E Minor. Following it is a Passepied II in E
Major, The first part of it consists of four measures with a re-
peat and the last part has eight measures, also repeated. In time ,
it is the same as Passepied I.
Examples from Bach and Purcell,
:
f f f f \
f
^
f
,
—
f
—
— f
fffU
-
\^ > A.
'
—
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Saltarello (It.)
The Saltarello is a "dance in which leaping jumps are
introduced." It is described as being much like the Sicilians
and Farlana of Italy and the Jig of England. Riemann describes it
as a quick springing movement in 3/8 or 6/8 time with the motive
formation."
Grove says th^t in the melodies of the sixteenth century
collections of dance tunes, the Saltarell^o was in two distinct
division: the lirst in Common, the second in three time. The
former was probably danced like our English country dances, in
tv/o lines, the dancers facing each other, and the latter was like
the modern round dance. The example given belo-v is from the second
book of Caroso da Sermoneta»8 "Ilobilta de Dsime Vinice, 1600."
J- J.
£3
^^^^
Pavan.
The Pavan is said to have been invented in Padua and may
have taken its name from that word. It is also said to have some
from pavo, a peacock, because of its dignity. In Tlorley's intro-
duction to practical music, it is described as follows::
"A kind of staid musicke, ordained for grave dancing, and
most commonlie made of three straines, whereof ererie straine is
plaid or song twice, a straine they make to containe eight, tv/elve,
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or sixteen semilDrenes, as they list, yet fewer then eight, I have
not seene in any pavan." After every pavan is usually set a
"galliard". By this we may infer that the pavan was a part of a
primitive suite or sonata,
The following example is from tahlature in Wolf Meckels
"Latten Buch" 1562. It consist of twenty-four measures, ail similar
in character. •When the Pavan is played fast, it is called a
passemezzo."
Chaconne and Passacaglia,
The Chaconne and passacaglia are both described as old
Spanish dances. They are both obsolete. As an instrumental piece
or movement of the suite, there is little difference between them.
Passacaglias were never sung, and Chaconnes were. The more solemn
2damce is the Passacaglia • In the Chaconne, the theme was kept
in the bars but in the Pas<=5acaglia, it was used in any part. These
are to be the chief diffenences, as painted out by Mattheson, a
con temp ory authority." The dances were both in 3/4 time and are
both moderately slow and dignified in character. The Passacaglia
was the slower of the two. 'Composers of the seventeenth end
eighteenth centuries considered it an "exercise for contrapuntal
skill." The movement of the theme from one part to another made
this possible. limbelishments were many. In the Chaconne. the
1. Stainer and Barrett,
2. Grove.
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the principal thing to r€mem"ber is the ground "base upon which it is
constructed. The example given Tslow are the theme in which Bach*s
Chaconne for violin is constructed, and the opening measures of
Passocaelle Chas, H. Guvais, 1671-1744.
^
mm vf—
1
J
1 1
Rigadoon (Fr,) O"bsolete)
^The Rigadoon is "an old lively dance performed "by a man
and a woman, as the jig is danced in some places. It is said to
have been invented in Provence "by one Rigand, and from him to have
taken its title, but as there are more examples of melodies by Eng-
lish, than by French composers, it is not unlikely that the word is
English, coming from the same root as "Rig", which means wanton,
lively. The character of the rigadoon would justify this derivation
The dance is lively with a peculisr jumping step.*^ "This step sur-
vived the dance for sometime," The Rigadoon of the sixteenth * and .
seventeenth centuries was written in three or four parts of unequal
length, sometimes repeated, sometimes not. The third part was usu-
P-^^y AP. -contrast with the other^ I t was in 2/2, 6/4, 4/4, and_
!• Stainer and Barrett.
2, Grove,
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6/8 time.^ The following examples are from Playford, 1690 and
Purcell 1705.
iff
« r r
#- J
-7?
r
i
^-
r -l
r ^.
Gaillarde, (Ancient It.)
The Gaillarde is described as a lively dance in triple
time. "Gaillarde" placed at the beginning of a piece means lively
movement. Stainer and Barrett give a description by Sir John Davis
as follows:
"A swift wandering dance,
With passages uncertain to and fro,
With lofty turns and caprioles itithe air,
Which to the lusty tunes accordeth fair."
The Gaillarde was denced like the Minuett, with a lady and
a gentleman^ giid because of the simialarity of the two dances, we
may suppose that the Gaillarde was a parent of the later dance.
2
"Brawls, Corantas, and Gaillardes were danced at court from the
reign of Queen Elizabeth to Chaa. 1, as country dances. The Minuet
did not come to life until later. In 1636, "The But3er Principles
of Music," says, "The triple is often called gaillard time, and the
dupel pavan."
1, University Musical Encyclopedia
9.^ atainer and Barrett*
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The following example fey ^frescofealdi shows the measure of
the dance. The first part consists of six measures repeated. The
second part haS twelve measures of similar character, also repeated,
i
I-
-A o ^ -
.4:.
1
r
Loure,
The Loure was a favorite dance of Louis XIV, Some
authorities consider it as a kind of Jig or ViTaltz^, while others
. 2
describe it as a kind of pastoral rustic or mountaineer music
«
The dance was usually in 6/4 time.
The one example in the French suites hy Bach is in 6/4
time and consists of two parts of eight measures each repeated.
It is played at a moderate rate of speed. The two parts are
similar in character.
5 A
T
Tarantella,
The Tarantella is a rapid Neapolitan dance in triplets.
1, Grove, 2. Stainer and Barrett.
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The name is founded upon fallacy. However, most authorities tell,
in this connection, that the bite of the tarantula spider was
supposed to excite a rage for the dance, which alone could ward off
the evil effects of the bite. ^However, . there is little resemblance
of the Tarantella of modern times to the music which was supposed
to counteract the poison of the spider.
The da-nce of later times is lively, in 3/8 or 6/8 time,
usually. It ha& become a brilliant form for solo purposes. Its
popularity continues.
r 7 ^
'^h^
1
1.
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